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From 1970 onwards the disbanded Beatles were at last free to follow their individual interests. From that point on there were four separate
stories... but they were stories that would form a complex overlapping history of quarrels and reconciliations, personal projects and sporadic
collaborations. For the first time ever, a noted Beatles expert has meticulously documented the entire period of The Beatles after the breakup.
May Day - The Art of Shepard Fairey is published as a celebration of an evocative collection of paintings from one of the most important
artists of our time. Portraits of advocates of the working class and oppressed define the collection. Fairey stakes the claim that artists,
musicians and writers such as Joe Strummer, Jean Michel Basquiat and Cornel West all have parts to play in stimulating response to
injustice.
A companion release to Martin Scorsese's documentary by the same name presents an illustrated tribute to the late Beatle that draws on his
personal records to trace his guitar-obsessed youth through his years as an independent musician.
George Harrison and Eric Clapton embarked upon a singular personal and creative friendship that impacted rock's unfolding future in
resounding and far-reaching ways. All Things Must Pass Away: George Harrison, Eric Clapton, and Other Assorted Love Songs will trace the
emergence of their relationship from 1968 though the early 1970s. In particular, authors Womack and Kruppa devote close attention to the
climax of Harrison and Clapton's shared musicianship—the November 1970 releases of All Things Must Pass, Harrison's powerful
emancipatory statement in the wake of the Beatles, and Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs, Clapton's impassioned reimagining of his art
via Derek and the Dominos, the band that he created from the wreckage of Cream and Blind Faith. All Things Must Pass Away will provide
readers with a powerful overview of Harrison and Clapton's relationship, especially in terms of the ways their revolutionary musicianship and
songwriting would eclipse rock music as an evolving genre. With All Things Must Pass and Layla, Harrison and Clapton bequeathed twin
recorded statements that advanced rock 'n' roll from a windswept 1960s idealism into the edgy new reality of the 1970s.
CHRIS O’DELL WASN’T FAMOUS. SHE WASN’T EVEN ALMOST FAMOUS. BUT SHE WAS THERE. * She was in the studio when the
Beatles recorded The White Album, Abbey Road, and Let It Be, and she sang in the “Hey Jude” chorus. * She lived with George Harrison
and Pattie Boyd and unwittingly got involved in Pattie’s famous love story with Eric Clapton. * She’s the subject of Leon Russell’s “Pisces
Apple Lady.” * She worked for the Rolling Stones on their infamous 1972 tour and did a drug run for Keith Richards. * She’s “the woman
down the hall” in Joni Mitchell’s song “Coyote,” the “mystery woman” pictured on the Stones album Exile on Main Street, and the “Miss
O’Dell” of George Harrison’s song. The remarkable, intimate story of an ordinary woman who lived the dream of millions—to be part of rock
royalty’s inner circle—Miss O’Dell is a backstage pass to some of the most momentous events in rock history.
"Daniel Randolph Deal is a Southern aristocrat, having the required bloodline, but little of the nobility. A man resistant to the folly of ethics, he
prefers a selective, self-indulgent morality. He is a confessed hedonist, albeit responsibly so."--Back cover.
Offers a rare inside view of the Beatles and the cultural revolution of which they were a part, with a personal recollection of Harrison's
evolution as a musician and composer.
From the editors who have previously brought forth bestselling illustrated biographies on the Beatles as a group and John Lennon in
particular, now comes Remembering George Harrison: 10 Years Later. He was the quiet Beatle only in that he was standing alongside two
louder-than-life characters and in front of a guy playing drums. He held many strong opinions — on Beatlemania, on global want, on his right to
privacy, on his God — and gave firm voice to most of them. But George Harrison was certainly the most reluctant Beatle, wanting out almost
as soon as he was in. He often said that his luckiest break was joining the band and his second luckiest was leaving it. The standard line is
that George Harrison was an enigma, but perhaps he was transparent: a terrific guitarist, a fine songwriter, a wonderer, a seeker and,
overriding all, a celebrity who hated and feared celebrity. George Harrison died at a friend's home in Los Angeles ten years ago, in late 2001,
at age 58, losing his last battle with cancer. He was beloved, and had been for a long time. He had thrived in the aftermath of the band's
breakup, becoming a recording artist on the level of his former mates McCartney and Lennon. He became as well the Happy Mystic, leading
his legion of fans — of followers — toward a more meaningful way of living. As would be expected from LIFE, it is all here in pictures — the
Hamburg days, the Cavern Club, the craze that was Beatlemania, the fun movies, the psychedelic period, the solo years (replete with
Harrison's reaction to Lennon's death, and the subsequent attack on him and his wife at his English estate). The photographers who knew
George and the Beatles best — Astrid Kirchherr in Hamburg; Terence Spencer in the UK; Harry Benson in London, Paris and the U.S.; Bob
Whitaker as the band's official photographer during the halcyon years; LIFE's John Loengard and Bill Eppridge throughout it all-are all here,
as they were in our book on Lennon. This is an intimate look back, with many visual surprises. The narrative is largely written by (and the
book is edited by) LIFE managing editor Robert Sullivan, who wrote TIME magazine's cover story on George's passing 10 years ago. One of
the many marvels of the Beatles was that, although they all emerged from working-class Liverpool backgrounds, they were such distinct and
fiercely individualistic personalities. None more so than George Harrison, who started well in the shadows and came to stand for something
very large, and beautiful. This is his book.

Susan Shumsky is a successful author in the human potential field. But in the 1970s, in India, the Swiss Alps, and
elsewhere, she served on the personal staff of the most famous guru of the 20th century—Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
Maharishi died in 2008 at age ninety, but his influence endures through the spiritual movement he founded: TM
(Transcendental Meditation). Other books have been written about him, but this spellbinding page-turner offers a rare
insider's view of life with the guru, including the time the Beatles studied at his feet in Rishikesh, India, and wrote dozens
of songs under his influence. Both inspirational and disturbing, Maharishi and Me illuminates Susan's two decades living
in Maharishi's ashrams, where she grew from a painfully shy teenage seeker into a spiritually aware teacher and author.
It features behind-the-scenes, myth-busting stories, and over 100 photos of Maharishi and his celebrity disciples (the
Beatles, Deepak Chopra, Mia Farrow, Beach Boys, and many more). Susan's candid, honest portrayal draws back the
curtain on her shattering, extreme emotional seesaws of heaven and hell at her guru's hands. This compelling, haunting
memoir will continue to challenge readers long after they turn its last page. It dismantles all previous beliefs about the
spiritual path and how spiritual masters are supposed to behave. Susan shares: “Merely by being in his presence, we
disciples entered an utterly timeless place and rapturous feeling, and, at the same time, realized the utter futility and
insanity of the mundane world.” Susan's heartfelt masterwork blends her experiences, exacting research, artistically
descriptive and humorous writing, emotional intelligence, and intensely personal inner exploration into a feast for thought
and contemplation. Neither starry-eyed nor antagonistic, it captures, from a balanced viewpoint, the essence of life in an
ashram.
Amy Winehouse's recent death has made the news the world over, and despite her much publicised battle with drink and
drugs her passing has left the music world in a state of true shock. At just 27 years of age she sadly joins a list of greats
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that died before their time, including Janis Joplin, Kurt Cobain and Jim Morrison. As fans gathered outside her Camden
house at the weekend to pay tribute to the singer her icon music soared to the top of the charts not only in the UK but the
USA and around the world. Never far from the headlines, stories about her tumultuous personal life, wild parties and
controversial drug abuse regularly featured in the newspapers. But 2011 was supposed to be the comeback for the
troubled singer and she looked to be on her way last Wednesday when she appeared alongside her God daughter
Dionne Bromfield. An award-winning singer, Amy Winehouse, had won a host of accolades including two prestigious Ivor
Novellos, and an outstanding 5 Grammys in 2008. Blending different music styles including jazz, pop and soul Amy had
an army of fans committed to her unique approach to life. This remarkably well-researched biography traces the turbulent
life of the tattooed wonder from her childhood pranks, through stage school and early music to the global legend she will
be remembered as.
Two authors reconstruct thirty days in the lives of the Beatles as they work on the "Let It Be" album and try to put aside
their differences, only to end up dissolving the band
With three generations of one family we share moments that are meant to be savored in this special book that beautifully
illustrates the words John Lennon and Paul McCartney’s world-renowned song “In My Life.” There are places I’ll
remember, in my life, though some have changed... One gift with a bright bow starts a young girl on a path…one her
mother follows with her as she explores, grows, and rides off on her own, only to return again with her own daughter in
tow. This hauntingly beautiful book shares the small moments of that journey that are meant to be remembered and
savored in the lyrics of this classic song.
George Harrison was always known as the 'quiet Beatle' As part of the biggest band in pop history, he took a back seat
to Paul McCartney and John Lennon, but his talent shone through in the composition of classic songs such as
'Something' and 'Here Comes The Sun'. In his solo career he occasionally threatened to eclipse both John and Paul on
the world stage, and he joined forces with Bob Dylan, Tom Petty, Roy Orbison and Jeff lynne to create the massively
succsessful supergroup the Traveling Wilburys. However, the success of his professional life was often met by turmoil in
his private life, and the loss of first wife Patti to best friend Eric Clapton, the traumatic attempt on his life by a knife
wielding intruder and his final struggle against cancer meant that George Harrison's life was nothing if not dramatic.
Bestselling author Marc Shapiro has exclusively interviewed friends and former colleagues of the enigmatic guitar legend.
This revealing biography reaffirms Harrison's importance as an innovative and hugely talented musician and shows that,
as a member of the most important band ever, as well as in his multi-faceted career after the Beatles, George Harrison
was no ordinary man.
Tony Bramwell's remarkable life with The Beatles began in a post-war Liverpool suburb where he was childhood friends
with John, Paul and George. By the time he unexpectedly ran into George Harrison on top of a bus, Tony was well into a
life story absolutely unlike any other. At Apple Record's insistence, Tony stayed with The Beatles for every step of their
meteoric rise. His story has been sought for over thirty years, and here it is, detailing with an insider's shrewd eye the
incomparable success and inevitable failure of the Apple empire; Brian Epstein's frolics; Ken Kessy's Merry Pranksters;
Phil Spector's eccentric behaviour; as well as never-heard-before stories about Yoko Ono. 'Magical Mystery Tours'
reveals fresh insights that have never been published in any of the 800 plus books already on the market, including
compelling details of the early recordings and songwriting and Yoko's pursuit of John and her growing influence over The
Beatles' lives. From the first number one to the last and from scraps of song lyrics to the discovery of the famous Mr Kite
circus poster, this is a broad ranging account of the swinging sixties and the decade's most successful rock band.
Twenty years ago David Sheff climbed the back steps of the Dakota into the personal thoughts and dreams of John
Lennon and Yoko Ono. From the kitchen to the studio and up those fateful Dakota steps, Sheff recorded 20 hours of
tape, discussing everything from childhood to the Beatles. Sheff gives a rare and last glimpse of John and Yoko, one that
seemed to look beyond the kitchen table to the future of the world with startling premonitions of what was to come.
Uses the archives at Abbey Road Studios in London to trace the development and impact of the Beatles' music, and
offers insight into the band's creative process and the influences that shaped them
A one-of-a kind survey of rap and hip hop history from 1973 to today by Chuck D, arguably the most influential rapper in
the world. In the more than 40 years since the days of DJ Kool Herc and "Rapper's Delight," hip hop and rap have
become a billion-dollar worldwide phenomenon. Yet there is no definitive history of the genre-until now. Based on
Chuck's long-running show on Rapstation.com, this massive compendium details the most iconic moments and influential
songs in the genre's recorded history, from Kurtis Blow's "Christmas Rappin'" to The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill to
Kendrick Lamar's ground-breaking verse on "Control." Also included are key events in hip hop history, from Grandmaster
Flash's first scratch through Tupac's holographic appearance at Coachella. Throughout, Chuck offers his insider's
perspective on the chart toppers and show stoppers as he lived it. Illustrating the pages are more than 100 portraits from
the talented artists specializing in hip hop.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For the first time, rock music’s most famous muse tells her incredible story “A
charming, lively and seductive book . . . The appeal of Wonderful Tonight is as self-evident as the seemingly simple but
brash opening chord of ‘A Hard Day’s Night.’”—The New York Times Book Review Pattie Boyd, former wife of both
George Harrison and Eric Clapton, finally breaks a forty-year silence and tells the story of how she found herself bound to
two of the most addictive, promiscuous musical geniuses of the twentieth century and became the most legendary muse
in the history of rock and roll. The woman who inspired Harrison’s song “Something” and Clapton’s anthem “Layla,”
Pattie Boyd has written a book that is rich and raw, funny and heartbreaking—and totally honest.
Autobiography of Norman Smith, who worked on all early Beatles recordings as a sound engineer and signed Pink Floyd
as a producer.
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Sex, death and nostalgia are among the impulses driving Beatles fandom: the metaphorical death of the Beatles after
their break-up in 1970 has fueled the progressive nostalgia of fan conventions for 48 years; the death of John Lennon
and George Harrison has added pathos and drama to the Beatles' story; Beatles Monthly predicated on the Beatles' good
looks and the letters page was a forum for euphemistically expressed sexuality. The Beatles and Fandom is the first book
to discuss these fan subcultures. It combines academic theory on fandom with compelling original research material to
tell an alternative history of the Beatles phenomenon: a fans' history of the Beatles that runs concurrently with the popular
story we all know.
RINGO: WITH A LITTLE HELP
Apple Records was a noble experiment created in the spirit of the 1960s by four musicians who came to represent
everything that was best about those tumultuous, experimental, and liberating times. The Beatles started out with the
greatest of intentions, but reality soon got in the way. Much has been written about this period in the history of The
Beatles' evolution and dissolution---some of it true, some of it wildly exaggerated, but not much of it first-hand. The
Longest Cocktail Party is a rare exception. Written by Richard DiLello, who served as Apple Record's "House Hippie"
from 1968 to 1970, this unusual first-hand glimpse into The Beatles' empire humorously chronicles the stranger-than-life
stories that were to become legendary, including visits by the Hell's Angels and endless tales of celebrity antics. Alfred
Music is proud to offer this latest edition, which features a new and insightful foreword by the author. Originally published
by Playboy Press in 1972, The Longest Cocktail Party has proven itself a timeless chronicle of this most colorful period in
pop history.
Best practices for using accountability, trust, and purpose to turn your long-term vision into reality Accountability explains
why the “carrot-and-stick” approach doesn’t work—and describes how to build and sustain a culture based on shared
beliefs, positive action, and internal leadership development. The author’s conclusions are based on data resulting from
his work with more than 3,000 executives worldwide, plus exclusive interviews with Fortune's Most Admired Companies
and Best Places to Work. Greg Bustin has written a monthly bulletin about leadership and accountability that goes to
more than 4,000 managers/executives. He speaks about 50 times per year in the U.S., Canada, and the UK and is one of
the top-rated Vistage speakers. He also gives workshops and webinars on planning, execution, and accountability to
business owners and leaders in the U.S. and Canada.
A new edition of the musical memoir originally published in 1980 offers a rare inside view of the Beatles and the cultural
revolution of which they were a part, with a personal recollection of Harrison's evolution as a musician and composer.
Spanning millennia and continents, here is a stunningly revealing history of how the distribution of water has shaped human civilization.
Boccaletti, of The Nature Conservancy, “tackles the most important story of our time: our relationship with water in a world of looming
scarcity” (Kelly McEvers, NPR Host). Writing with authority and brio, Giulio Boccaletti—honorary research associate at the Smith School of
Enterprise and the Environment, University of Oxford—shrewdly combines environmental and social history, beginning with the earliest civilizations of sedentary farmers on the banks of the Nile, the Tigris, and the Euphrates Rivers. Even as he describes how these societies were
made possible by sea-level changes from the last glacial melt, he incisively examines how this type of farming led to irrigation and multiple
cropping, which, in turn, led to a population explosion and labor specialization. We see with clarity how irrigation’s structure informed social
structure (inventions such as the calendar sprung from agricultural necessity); how in ancient Greece, the communal ownership of wells laid
the groundwork for democracy; how the Greek and Roman experiences with water security resulted in systems of taxation; and how the
modern world as we know it began with a legal framework for the development of water infrastructure. Extraordinary for its monumental
scope and piercing insightfulness, Water: A Biography richly enlarges our understanding of our relationship to—and fundamental reliance
on—the most elemental substance on earth.
A unique insight into the friendship between the members of the Beatles through postcards sent to Ringo from John, Paul and George.
Sensationally presented, this book features 53 postcards sent by John Lennon, George Harrison and Paul McCartney to Ringo Starr. The
superb facsimile reproductions of the cards, complete with the occasional drawing, depict both the spontaneous wit and art of the Beatles.
The reproduction of the postcards is supplemented by revealing text from Ringo explaining the meaning behind the cards and documenting
the corresponding moments in his life. This visually stunning and intriguing book is, quite simply, a must-have for anyone interested in the
story of the Beatles phenomenon.
Kronologisk gennemgang af George Harrisons sange med hovedvægt på tiden efter 1968
Tune In is the first volume of All These Years—a highly-anticipated, groundbreaking biographical trilogy by the world's leading Beatles
historian. Mark Lewisohn uses his unprecedented archival access and hundreds of new interviews to construct the full story of the lives and
work of John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr. Ten years in the making, Tune In takes the Beatles from before
their childhoods through the final hour of 1962—when, with breakthrough success just days away, they stand on the cusp of a whole new kind
of fame and celebrity. They’ve one hit record ("Love Me Do") behind them and the next ("Please Please Me") primed for release, their first
album session is booked, and America is clear on the horizon. This is the lesser-known Beatles story—the pre-Fab years of Liverpool and
Hamburg—and in many respects the most absorbing and incredible period of them all. Here is the complete and true account of their family
lives, childhoods, teenage years and their infatuation with American music, here is the riveting narrative of their unforgettable days and nights
in the Cavern Club, their laughs, larks and adventures when they could move about freely, before fame closed in. For those who’ve never
read a Beatles book before, this is the place to discover the young men behind the icons. For those who think they know John, Paul, George,
and Ringo, it’s time to press the Reset button and tune into the real story, the lasting word.
The only major collection of illustrated Beatles lyrics in book form, this commemorative edition features autobiographical comments and
quotes from the Fab Four, interpretation of the lyrics from 206 songs, lavish, full-color illustrations, and specially commissioned photographs.
Hold On World revisits Lennon and Ono's love affair and startling collaborations. John Lennon's Plastic Ono Band was arguably the most
emotionally honest album ever made. It wasn't merely another record but more like a sonic exorcism, a spiritual, public bloodletting. Lennon's
album drove a stake through the heart of the Beatles' myth while confronting everything else in John's life, from Dylan to God to his glorified
status as a "Working Class Hero." Determined to rid himself of past traumas—abandonment by his father and the death of his mother,
Julia—Lennon wrote the most powerful song cycle of his career, confronting fear, disappointment, and illusion, all the while espousing his love
for Yoko Ono. Released simultaneously, Ono's album Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono Band is emotionally raw and challenging. It inspired bands like
the B-52s and Yo La Tengo to employ pure sound, whether shrieking vocals or guitar feedback, to express their deepest feelings.
John Lennon called himself a working class hero. George Harrison was a working class mystic. Born in Liverpool as the son of a bus
conductor and a shop assistant, for the first six years of his life he lived in a house with no indoor bathroom. This book gives an honest, inPage 3/4
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depth view of his personal journey from his blue-collar childhood to his role as a world-famous spiritual icon. Author Gary Tillery’s approach
is warmly human, free of the fawning but insolent tone of most rock biographers. He frankly discusses the role of drugs in leading Harrison to
mystical insight but emphasizes that he soon renounced psychedelics as a means to the spiritual path. It was with conscious commitment
that Harrison journeyed to India, studied sitar with Ravi Shankar, practiced yoga, learned meditation from the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, and
became a devotee of Hinduism. George worked hard to subdue his own ego and to understand the truth beyond appearances. He preferred
to keep a low profile, but his empathy for suffering people led him to spearhead the first rock-and-roll super event for charity. And despite his
wealth and fame, he was always delighted to slip on overalls and join in manual labor on his grounds. At ease with holy men discussing the
Upanishads and the Bhagavad Gita, he was ever the bloke from Liverpool whose father drove a bus, whose brothers were tradesmen, and
who had worked himself as an apprentice electrician until the day destiny called. Tillery’s engaging narrative depicts Harrison as a sincere
seeker who acted out of genuine care for humanity and used his celebrity to be of service in the world. Fans of all generations will treasure
this book for the inspiring portrayal it gives of their beloved “quiet” Beatle.
Jann Arden is funny. And sincere. She has legions of devoted fans. And a radio show. She is a darling of the music scene - always candid,
always unplugged. You thought you knew Jann Arden, but there is more - to her readers' delight, inFalling Backwards Jann reveals her
childhood, her bond with family, her struggle in the formative years and what keeps her so grounded in the whirlwind entertainment industry.
Jann has always been true to herself, except for a minor lapse when she was young. Oh wait, wasn't that all of us? From the tender and
honest to the laugh-out-loud funny, Jann's stories from home and from the road during her pre-celebrity years will take you to unexpected
places, including high school parties in farmer's fields, sleepovers under the stars, hard-to-believe summer jobs and the time she was stuck
upside down in a brick barbecue. She reminds us of the inestimable value to a child of having teachers who believe in you and wide open
spaces to play. But with the good times come the bad (and not just the bad perm). Jann opens up about the darker side of her so-called
prairie perfect nuclear family and the first signs that her eldest brother was a uniquely troubled young man. In the days when Jann was
experiencing a lot of firsts - first school play, first home perm, first kiss - how lucky for all of us that she stole away to her basement and taught
herself her first song on her mother's guitar. In addition to being an incredible musician and multi-award-winning lyricist, Jann is a natural
writer and simply an inspiration. Jann will capture your heart - and keep you in stitches - with her powerful stories about coming of age as an
artist and as a human being. Jann brings her wit and that infectious sparkle to everything she does. This book is no exception. From the
Hardcover edition.

First published in 1960. This title is a study of one of the most controversial alliances in British political history. The 'wage
freeze', Bevanism, the block vote, nuclear disarmament: these are only a few of the points at which the unions' activities
within the Labour Party had roused hot debate. Drawing extensively on previously unpublished material and on
discussions with past members of the Labour Movement, the author creates a survey of what the partnership really
amounted to.
Explores Harrison's work both within and without the Beatles and at the same time examining in detail his private and
public passions, from Eastern spiritualism to horticulture, from comedy to film-making, from fast cars to working with
UNICEF. His career renaissance in the 80s with the Travelling Wilburys. His last few years which were scarred by ......
George Harrison on George Harrison is an authoritative, chronologically arranged anthology of Harrison's most revealing
and illuminating interviews, personal correspondence, and writings, spanning the years 1962 to 2001. Though known as
the "Quiet Beatle," Harrison was arguably the most thoughtful and certainly the most outspoken of the famous four. This
compendium of his words and ideas proves that point repeatedly, revealing his passion for music, his focus on
spirituality, and his responsibility as a celebrity, as well as a sense of deep commitment and humor.
A fascinating read. –Associated Press Joshua Greene, who studied meditation with the legendary Beatle George
Harrison, draws on personal remembrances, recorded conversations, and firsthand accounts to create a moving portrait
of Harrison's spiritual life, his profound contribution to the Beatles' music, and previously unpublished anecdotes about
his time with music legends Bob Dylan, Elvis Presley, and others. ""Many well-known artists have touched people's
hearts with their music, but few have ever succeeded in touching people's souls. That was George's gift, and his story is
described here with affection and taste. A wonderful book."" –Mia Farrow
Cherished by fans and collectors, "I Me Mine" is the closest we will ever come to George Harrison's autobiography. This
new edition has been significantly developed since the 1980 original; now printed in colour, and with previously unseen
archive material, the book covers the full span of George Harrison's life and work.Featuring George Harrison in
conversation with Derek Taylor, "I Me Mine" delves into everything from Harrison's upbringing in Liverpool and the growth
of early Beatlemania, to his love of India, gardening and racing cars. With over fifty archival photos, Harrison's words,
and his song lyrics, this book offers an insight into the musician's life, work and philosophy."I Me Mine - The Extended
Edition" presents the lyrics to 141 George Harrison songs, with handwritten lyrics beautifully reproduced in facsimile,
accompanied by Harrison's uniquely intimate and humorous commentary. This edition has been expanded to include 59
new songs; as well as tracks written for The Beatles, it also contains lyrics from Harrison's solo career, including his
albums "All Things Must Pass" and "Brainwashed.""I Me Mine - The Extended Edition" presents for the first time a
complete compendium of Harrison's musical career and his writing. With written contributions from Olivia Harrison and
Derek Taylor, original cover art by Shepard Fairey, and a wealth of previously unpublished material, the new edition of "I
Me Mine" is a treasured portrait of George Harrison and his music."
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